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Websites reviewed in meeting 

Submitted by Sharon Ashton 
http://www.rice.edu/research.shtml 

 Good example of a left navigation 

 Same template throughout site 

https://www.stanford.edu/academics/ 

 Good interior design 

 Simple design; easy to find the information 

https://www.ucdavis.edu/admissions/undergraduate 

 Example of a right nav 

 Top navigation is easy to maneuver 

 Icons. Editors would like them 

https://admissions.msu.edu/ 

 Features editors have asked for 

Submitted by Alison Cruess / Vince Smyth 
http://www.wisc.edu/ 

 Clean and contemporary design with important links across top and bottom. 

 Information organized into blocks/chunks. (Would like to see more prevalent search bar instead 

of the magnify glass icon.) 

http://www.xavier.edu/ 

 Big, bold images, information organized into blocks/chunks. 

 Prominent search bar (students access information by a search engine rather than an A-Z menu 

or browsing).  

 Uses social media to promote university (appeals to students). 

https://www.iu.edu/ 

 Big, bold images, information organized into blocks/chunks.  

 Prominent search bar (students access information by a search engine rather than an A-Z menu 

or browsing). 

https://www.kent.edu/ 

 Background video on home page gives an interactive feel. Lots of images/graphics but clean and 

contemporary design. 
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These were suggested by communications/web staff who work in higher ed as being 

“amazing sites.” We received a number of recommendations, but these were our personal 

favorites.  

Submitted by Marianne Jaffee 
http://www.uncsa.edu/index.aspx.  

 The layout on each page is really consistent and very easy to get around. 

Johns Hopkins: https://www.jhu.edu/  

 Use of menu on right is great Research and Faculty seems to hold the consistent look and very 

clean with good use of fonts and offset content 

U Chicago: http://www.uchicago.edu/ 

 Cleanest layout but it looks like once you get to the department level, you get back to different 

kinds of looks…perhaps the prior templates. Primary pages good choice of fonts 

 Images need to be bold and artistic 

 Fonts need to be creative 

 Clean space 

I like SCAD program pages – very clean but artistic: http://www.scad.edu/academics/programs 

https://home.oberlin.edu/ 

 Great use of space, like the text boxes on the homepages 

Submitted by Lucy Croft 
https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/ - LOVE this home page 

Oberlin College: https://home.oberlin.edu/ 

http://stories.oberlin.edu/ 

Wellesley Campaign - http://campaign.wellesley.edu/ - extremely interactive 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-college-websites#sm.000070ibctor8fhtwy01at4r3chnf 

 Appreciate the “Why” statements 

Submitted by Chris Decent 
http://my.nd.edu/s/1210/myND/mynd-start.aspx 

http://alumni.umich.edu/ and https://www.umich.edu/ 

 Look how they have highlight boxes at the bottom that are impactful 

https://alumni.unc.edu/ 

http://bucknell.edu/  

 Look at customization options for things you want to see and don’t want to see 
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Favorite 
http://www.wix.com/website-template/view/html/1791 

 Non-university site, but love the 3 boxes under the large picture. And how they scroll up. Don’t 

like the fact that they are under the fold 

https://www.curiositystream.com/ 

 Again, this concept with 3-4 “buckets” at bottom of page above the fold 
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